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Abstract
Skin sensitization caused by cosmetics, including quasi-drugs, is an extremely serious problem and can become a health 

hazard. Although several in vitro methods for skin sensitization have been established by the Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD), no practical method for predicting skin sensitization potency has been found which can 
serve as an alternative to animal testing. In this study, an in silico model is developed which predicts skin sensitization potency 
by combining in vitro OECD test guidelines and information of the physical properties of chemicals to evaluate hair dye ingre-
dients without animal testing. A dataset published by Cosmetics Europe was used to develop the in silico model. The EC3 value 
of the mouse local lymph node assay (LLNA), which is used as an indicator of skin sensitization potency, was the objective 
variable; in vitro test values, physical properties, and chemical information obtained from the molecular descriptor calculation 
software MOE constituted the explanatory variables. CatBoost was adopted as the machine-learning approach. Bandrowski’s 
base (BB), a trimer of the typical oxidative dye para-phenylenediamine (pPD), was used as the test material. In the predictive 
model, the mean-predicted EC3 value for BB was 0.33%, which meant a strong sensitizer. Furthermore, it was lower than the 
mean model prediction EC3 value (0.66%) of pPD, which is considered weaker sensitization potency than BB in LLNA. This 
indicates that BB was correctly predicted as a stronger skin sensitizer than pPD in the proposed in silico model.
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1. Introduction

In 2013, animal testing for cosmetic development was 
banned in the European Union. Although various alternative 
methods had been developed even before that time, yet only 
a few of those could replace the animal testing methods. In 
the case of skin sensitization, which is a serious health hazard 
caused by cosmetics as well as quasi-drugs; several in vitro 
test methods1–3) and a combined evaluation method4) have 
been formally established by the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD). Since they can only 
provide information about hazard identification, no practical 
method for predicting skin sensitization potency exists.

In contrast, there have been many cases of skin damage 
caused by hair dyes5), the main cause of which is oxidative 
dyes. Hair dyes are divided into two main categories, namely 
oxidative and non-oxidative; and are characterized by good 
color retention and a wide range of brightness and color tone 
and are known to have skin-sensitizing properties6). Therefore, 

the skin-sensitizing property of para-phenylenediamine (pPD, 
a representative oxidative dye) has been evaluated in human 
and animal experiments7). As a result, it was found that the 
polymerization of pPD with the conjugate salt of p-benzo-
quinonediimine (XXII), which is formed by the oxidation of 
pPD, produces Bandrowski’s base (BB), which has stronger 
skin-sensitizing properties than pPD8). In addition, several risk 
assessment methods for oxidative dyes have been proposed 
based on quantitative predictions and exposure levels9–11).

Recently, various machine-learning models for predicting 
skin sensitization/non-sensitization or potency12,13) have been 
proposed. Although machine learning has been reported to 
have low interpretability and explainability, gradient boost-
ing decision trees (GBDTs) such as XGBoost and lightGBM 
are popular algorithms because they are easy to use and are 
highly accurate14). Among them, CatBoost is a state-of-the-art 
algorithm that can handle categorical variables better than 
other GBDT algorithms; and can easily calculate the impor-
tance of variables and be applied to small quantities of data15).


